Performer III

Access and comfort. All within reach.
Designed to give you flexibility, access and comfort,
Performer answers the need for less complexity,
lower cost, and exceptional choices for every dollar
you invest.
Contoured backrest

Quiet, smooth, dependable
The chair’s thin-profile upholstery allows you to
lower the patient to get in close for a comfortable
working position. For treating smaller patients and
working direct, you can choose Performer’s narrow
backrest, which gives you exceptional access
around the patient’s neck and shoulders.

Narrow backrest

Because patient comfort is just as important
as yours, the backrest, seat, and toeboard are
designed to cradle the patient and reduce pressure
points. For a narrow backrest, there’s also the “arm
slings” option to accommodate all kinds of body
types.
Narrow backrest with slings

•••
Built to last.
With Performer,
you’re assured
comfort and
simplicity.
It’s part of what
makes A-dec
A-dec.
•••

Delivery System

Assistant’s Instrumentation

Among Performer’s distinctive choices is a front-

Performer offers two basic vacuum models: cuspidor

or back-mounting location for the delivery system.

with assistant’s instrumentation and assistant’s

The front-mounting location offers more flexibility and

instrumentation-only. Both models come standard

provides better ergonomics for those who prefer side

with a unitized four-position holder, autoclavable

delivery and working indirect. The back-mounting

saliva ejector, and autoclavable HVE. A syringe can

location is a good choice if you prefer working direct

be added as an option.

or need to provide stand-up dentistry.

Performer’s extended assistant’s arm option, which
rotates on the other side of the chair, adds flexibility
and provides the solo operator (or assistant) with
better access to assistant’s instrumentation.
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Upholstery Choices

comfort with a wider shape to support a variety of
shoulder widths. The narrow backrest is a good choice
for pediatric and smaller-framed patients.
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access. The contoured backrest provides excellent
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Specifications
Performer III 8000 Dental Chair

Standard

Thin-profile backrest

Optional



Narrow backrest upholstery



Slings



Double-articulating headrest



Pivoting armrests



Programmable button footswitch



Programmable chair touchpad (on delivery systems)

Lights
Performer’s dental light mounts to a fixed post on
the chair and provides both horizontal and vertical
adjustment. Choose from the standard Performer
halogen 2-axis light or go with the halogen 3-axis
A-dec 6300 Light.

Chair-mounted Accessory Tray
Performer’s unique accessory tray mounts on
either side of the chair and rotates for chair-side or
trans-thorax positioning. Capable of supporting up
to 12 lbs (15.4 kg), this convenient tray can hold
instruments, serve as a periodontal charting surface,
or support accessories such as a tabletop scaler.



Cast-aluminum baseplate



Hydraulic-lift cantilever system



Accessory power cord



Multiple mounting points
(for delivery system, cuspidor, light, other options)



Dental Lights

Standard
A-dec Performer Light

Optional
A-dec 6300 Light

Rotational axes

Horizontal, vertical

Horizontal, vertical, diagonal

Color temperature

4,500K

5,000K

Light pattern

2.4" x 7.1" at 27.6" focal distance
(60 mm x 180 mm at 700 mm)

3.3" x 6.3" at 27.6" focal distance
(85 mm x 160 mm at 700 mm)

Light intensity

Composite: 8,000 lux (743 fc)
High: 11,500 lux (1068 fc)

Composite: 8,000 lux (743 fc)
Medium: 20,000 lux (1858 fc)
High: 24,000 lux (2230 fc)

BTUs per hour

180

325

Legendary A-dec reliability
You can count on A-dec equipment to work when you do. Reliable components on
the inside and attention to detail everywhere else. With A-dec, you get equipment
that looks beautiful and works consistently. Day after day. Year after year.

A-dec Headquarters
2601 Crestview Drive
Newberg, Oregon 97132 USA
Tel: 1.800.547.1883 Within USA/CAN
Tel: 1.503.538.7478 Outside USA/CAN
Fax: 1.503.538.0276
a-dec.com

International Distribution Centers
A-dec Australia
A-dec United Kingdom
Tel: 1.800.225.010 Within AUS
Tel: 0800.ADEC.UK (2332.85) Within UK
Tel: +61.(0)2.8332.4000 Outside AUS Tel: +44.(0).24.7635.0901 Outside UK
a-dec.com.au
a-dec.co.uk

A-dec, the A-dec logo, A-dec 500, A-dec 300, Cascade, Cascade Master
Series, Century Plus, Continental, Decade, ICX, ICV, Performer, Preference,
Preference Collection, Preference ICC, and Radius are trademarks of
A-dec Inc. and are registered in the U.S. and other countries. A-dec 200,
Preference Slimline, and reliablecreativesolutions are also trademarks of
A-dec Inc. None of the trademarks or trade names in this document may
be reproduced, copied, or manipulated in any manner without the express,
written approval of the trademark owner. Certain touchpad symbols are
proprietary to A-dec Inc. Any use of these symbols, in whole or in part,
without the express written consent of A-dec Inc. is strictly prohibited.
The colors and products shown may vary from the actual materials and are
subject to change without notice. Please see your authorized A-dec dealer
for accurate color samples and the most current product information.
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